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TAKE YOUR HOME TO THE NEXT LEVEL

 WITH A LITTLE INSPIRATION



Everyone yearns for a life that’s easier, and more 

time to enjoy it. Bold has taken the smart next 

step in fulfilling your dreams with our singular 

collection of inclusions. We’ve brought together the 

contemporary and the timeless, the premium and the 

more affordable. We’ve picked out the best on every 

level and we’re giving you the flexibility to pick and 

choose. No need for online searches or pinterest 

comparisons: we’ve done the hard work for you.

A REFINED RANGE,  
unlimited possibilit ies
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our studio
We’re proud of our Evolve Design Studio, the place where dreams start to become real. Everything you want to see, touch and 

admire – thousands of quality products from leading manufacturers – is all here in one place. Take the time to explore and feel 

free to chat to our qualified interior design team. They’re always on hand with expert advice and answers to all your questions. 
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A. Bathroom

B. Tiles 

C. Electrical 

D. Carpet  

E. External 

F. Kitchen 

G. Outdoor

H. Inspiration



EVOLVE SELECTION STUDIO



Evolve Design Studio has been created to enhance your selections and 

building experience. Interior design should never be rushed, which is why 

our studio is open 6 days for you to explore at your own leisure. You can even 

drop the kids off in the kids’ corner to keep them entertained while you are 

browsing. And don’t forget that you can take a break, have coffee, a bite to eat 

at the Bold Bean Café and prepare to a preliminary list of what you like most.

STEP BY STEP TO  
build your dream home
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OPEN STUDIO 
There’s one thing to keep in mind: throughout the whole process, 
you’re free to come and go in our Evolve Design Studio as you please. 
No appointments necessary! Whether you want to browse through our 
fixtures and finishes, have a second look at your selections, or simply 
walk around at your own pace – the welcome mat is always out for you! 

WALKTHROUGH
After the sales documentation has been finalised one of our Bold staff 
will get you acquainted with the selection studio. This is just a short 
appointment but it’s so worthwhile. You’ll get to know the way it’s laid 
out and the different zones that make choices easier. You’ll be able 
to match up your style with our fabulous product selections and look 
forward to all the life-enhancing decisions ahead.

SELECTIONS APPOINTMENT 
Let’s get to the nuts and bolts! At your selections appointment we 
look at your plans and electrical requirements and selections. This 
is where we finalise your preferred design, make sure your floor 
plan is just as you imagined – everything from window sizes to 
door openings. What’s especially great about this step is there’s 
absolutely no pressure and no rush. We’re happy to give you all the 
time you need to perfect your dream.  

FINISHING TOUCHES
This is the fun part, selecting your finishes and expressing your style. 
Putting paint colours alongside carpet swatches, comparing kitchen 
splashbacks and more: We’re proud to offer you endless possibilities.
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